
General

The examiners assess you on 4 elements:

Content - Did you do the task you were asked to do?
Communicative achievement - Did you use the right tone and level of formality?
Organisation - Did you link paragraphs together? Is there a logical flow?
Language - Did you show off your sparkling vocabulary or did you merely use First Certificate 
words? Did you make lots of grammar mistakes?

You have 90 minutes to write 2 texts. Both texts will be about the same length, and are worth the 
same number of points. Obviously, you should spend the same amount of time on each! The exact 
time split will depend on how fast you write, but try something like this:

Planning - 10 minutes 
Writing - 25 minutes
Checking - 10 minutes

You can't cook without a recipe

A lot of students hate planning and think it's a waste of valuable exam time. But do chefs walk into 
a kitchen and just start cooking? Of course not - they lay out their ingredients, make sure their 
utensils are clean, and have their recipe nearby.
Your plan is the recipe you'll use to cook up a great piece of writing. Think about how many 
paragraphs you want then get some ideas about the content of each. But even at this early stage 
you should start planning the language you want to use. 

Ask yourself questions like:

• Where can I use a passive form?
• Where can I use an inversion?
• What CAE-level vocabulary do I know about this topic, and where can I use it?
• How do I link from one paragraph to the next?
Thinking about solutions before you start writing is the easiest way to solve problems!

The word limit is 220-260 but I always recommend getting as close to 260 as possible because you 
need to cover the content points, include loads of impressive grammar, and a wide variety of 
cohesive devices (linking words) to connect it all together. 

Speaking of grammar, here is what Cambridge will be looking for:

• Inversions: Not only is/do…..but also… Rarely/seldom do people….
• Inverted conditionals: Were the government to introduce legislation…
• Double comparatives: The cheaper the…., the more popular…
• Passive voice: It is often said that…, …must be considered as a viable solution.
• Participle clauses: Given that… ,… Having said that, …must also be taken into account.
• A cleft sentence: Of the two aforementioned points, what is most important is…
• Advanced linkers: Despite the fact that…., ….. due to the fact that, nevertheless, 

Whenever you finish a writing task, ALWAYS reread carefully checking for:
• Repetition of words/structures.
• Contractions
• Boring/informal vocabulary.
• Also Furthermore/moreover. Because due/owing to the fact that. Although In spite of the 

fact that. However nonetheless/nevertheless.



• Have you answered the question completely? 



Writing part 1: Essay

Title? Yes, but short and to the point.
Paragraph headings? Never.
Formal or informal? Formal
Give opinion? Only in the conclusion, but avoid saying “I think”.

Basic structure:

Paragraph 1: Introduction- Introduce context of essay and get attention of reader by giving an 
extreme view, or asking the reader a question. (or maybe even both!)

Paragraph 2: First main point- P Introduce your main point
E Explain your idea coherently using…
E Examples to support your idea. 
+/- Give more supporting evidence or balance out your 
argument by offering a contrasting piece of evidence.

Paragraph 3: Second main point- Same as above

Paragraph 4: Conclusion- The key here is to say which one of the two points mentioned above is 
the strongest. You must do this. This is your opinion; you can say “I” but since you have been 
really formal throughout the essay I recommend avoiding it and maintaining the same, formal tone 
you’ve already been using. 


